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SUMMARY

Currently work at Austin Counter Tops. It is a state of the art automated facility. I do programming 
for three CNC machines, Park Industries Fusion, and two 2800 Titans. My tools of the trade are 
Alphacam, Auto Cad, Moraware, and Slabsmith. I work on a team comprised of the Templater, 
head installer, shop foreman, and sales to maintain quality, and efficiency. I'm a self starter, meet 
all my deadlines, and I'm my own time manager.

SKILLS

Manufacturing Engineer, Cnc Programming, Cnc Machinist.

WORK EXPERIENCE

CNC Programmer And Machinist
ABC Corporation  2006 – 2008 
 Handle all aspects of CNC programming utilizing Gibbs CAM.
 Analyze projects to purchase and select appropriate tooling to ensure successful and on-time 

completion.
 Work with senior management in development of tooling procedures, define machine set up 

and create tooling sheets to streamline manufacturing operations.
 Program machined parts on Gibbs CAM, in addition to programming horizontal/vertical mills 

and CNC lathes.
 Design fixtures in Solid works, including making prints and solid models of assembles/parts 

and related material lists.
 Provide training to operators of CNC vertical/horizontal mills and lathes.
 Recommended numerous procedural improvements to increase efficiency and quality.

CNC Programmer
ABC Corporation  2006 – 2006 
 Handle all aspects of CNC programming utilizing Gibbs CAM.
 Was hired in as a temporary employee to up Grade there older programs to make as efficient 

as possible by adding new tooling and feed, speed and improving the process.
 Worked with Manufacturing Engineer, Production Manager, Tooling salesman and Machinist to 

achieve to best possible way to set -up and run parts.
 Also using Excel to catalog tooling.
 Boring bars, Facemill, screws, inserts, inserted drills etc Make floor plan using AutoCAD to 

utilize the space for a new horizontal mill.
 Manufacturing Engineer Kelly A.
 Grudzinski 440-838-5223.

EDUCATION

Degree
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